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Abstract—VITAMIN-V is a 2023-2025 Horizon Europe project
that aims to develop a complete RISC-V open-source software
stack for cloud services with comparable performance to the
cloud-dominant x86 counterpart and a powerful virtual execution
environment for software development, validation, verification,
and testing that considers the relevant RISC-V ISA extensions
for cloud deployment. VITAMIN-V will specifically support the
RISC-V extensions for virtualization, cryptography, and vec-
torization in three virtual environments: QEMU, gem5, and
cloud FPGA prototype platforms. The project will focus on
European Processor Initiative (EPI) based RISC-V designs and
accelerators. VITAMIN-V will also support the ISA extensions
by adding the compiler and toolchain support. Furthermore, it
will develop novel software validation, verification, and testing
approaches to ensure software trustworthiness. To enable the
execution of complete cloud stacks, VITAMIN-V will port all nec-
essary machine-dependent modules in relevant open-source cloud
software distributions, focusing on three cloud setups. Finally,
VITAMIN-V will demonstrate and benchmark these three cloud
setups using relevant AI, big-data, and serverless applications.
VITAMIN-V aims to match the software performance of its
x86 equivalent while contributing to RISC-V open-source virtual
environments, software validation, and cloud software suites.

Index Terms—Cloud computing, RISC-V, virtual environ-
ments, trustworthy applications
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud services are a rapidly growing sector in the tech-
nology industry, allowing businesses and individuals to store,
process, and access data and applications remotely over the
Internet [1]. The European Union (EU) is working towards
achieving technological sovereignty in crucial strategic areas,
including integrated circuits (ICs). As ICs are essential compo-
nents of modern computing systems, including those used for
cloud computing, they play a critical role in the cloud value
chain [2]. More specifically, the cloud value chain refers to
the processes of delivering cloud computing services, from
designing and manufacturing hardware components to devel-
oping and running software applications. ICs provide cloud
computing systems’ processing power and storage capacity in
this value chain. Currently, most ICs used in cloud computing
systems are manufactured outside Europe, primarily in Asia
and the United States. This means that Europe is heavily de-
pendent on imports of these critical components, which could
potentially pose a threat to its technological sovereignty and
national security. By controlling ICs for the cloud value chain,
Europe can ensure it has access to the necessary technologies
and expertise to develop and deploy cloud computing systems
independently. This would reduce its reliance on imports and
enhance its ability to compete globally in the digital economy
[3].

In recent years, the RISC-V Instruction Set Architecture



(ISA) has emerged as a promising platform for developing
cloud services due to its open-source nature, scalability, and
energy efficiency. In addition, there is a strong effort from
the European governing bodies to invest in this ISA [4].
RISC-V is a free and open-source ISA, allowing anyone
to design and implement processors based on the RISC-V
specification without paying licensing fees. This has led to a
growing ecosystem of RISC-V processors, tools, and software
that drives innovation and reduces costs for cloud service
providers.

One of the critical benefits of RISC-V for cloud services is
its scalability. RISC-V processors can be designed to support a
wide range of performance and power requirements, from tiny
microcontrollers to high-performance data center servers. This
makes RISC-V well-suited for cloud services, whose com-
puting needs may vary significantly (i.e., scale-up and scale-
out workloads) and require computing platforms with different
resources for optimal performance and energy efficiency.

However, some challenges must be addressed before
RISC-V can be widely adopted for cloud applications. Al-
though RISC-V has gained significant momentum in recent
years, the ecosystem around RISC-V processors is still de-
veloping. This includes hardware and software tools and
the number of vendors and support services available. Also,
hardware availability is still limited, especially in the high-
performance range. Available RISC-V cores may not match
the performance of more established architectures like x86 or
ARM in specific applications. This can be a barrier to adoption
in performance-sensitive cloud applications. In parallel to
these problems, compatibility is a primary issue. Many cloud
applications are designed to run on x86 or ARM architectures,
and their porting to a new architecture is not straightforward.

This paper introduces VITAMIN-V, a research project
funded under the Horizon Europe framework program to de-
velop a complete open-source software stack for cloud services
using the RISC-V architecture. The goal is to achieve compa-
rable performance to the cloud-dominant x86 counterpart and
provide a robust virtual execution environment for software
development, validation, verification, and testing. This project
will consider the relevant RISC-V ISA extensions for cloud
deployment, including virtualization, cryptography, and vec-
torization. Commercial cloud systems currently use hardware
features unavailable in RISC-V virtual environments, making
it challenging to start working on software porting before
actual hardware is available. VITAMIN-V will support these
features in three virtual environments: QEMU [5], gem5 [6],
[7], and cloud-FPGA prototype platforms. The project will
focus on European Processor Initiative (EPI) based RISC-V
designs for the main CPUs and cloud-important accelera-
tors for memory compression [8], [9]. VITAMIN-V will also
support the ISA extensions by adding the compiler (LLVM
[10]) and toolchain support. Furthermore, it will develop novel
software validation, verification, and testing approaches to
ensure software trustworthiness. To enable the execution of
complete cloud stacks on the VRISC-V virtual execution
environment, VITAMIN-V will port all necessary machine-

dependent modules in relevant open-source cloud software
distributions, focusing on three cloud setups. The targeted
modules include support for running entire Virtual Machines
(VMs), containers, lightweight VMs, safety-security trusted
execution environments, cloud management software, and AI
and Big Data libraries. Finally, VITAMIN-V will demonstrate
and benchmark these three cloud setups using relevant AI, big
data, and serverless applications.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II overviews
the main ideas and methodologies introduced by
VITAMIN-V while Sections III, IV, and V detail our
plan to build a complete cloud environment from hardware
emulation to complex benchmarking considering different
cloud deployment environments. Finally, VI summarizes the
paper’s main contributions.

II. CONCEPT AND METHODOLOGIES

The objective of VITAMIN-V is to support the creation of
a complete RISC-V cloud software stack that can compete
in performance with the dominant x86-based cloud systems,
as shown in Figure 1. However, a significant challenge in
achieving this goal is the lack of RISC-V hardware cores,
which makes it difficult to port and evaluate advanced cloud
setups and software stacks. Commercial cloud systems use
hardware features unavailable in RISC-V virtual environments
and commercial hardware cores, such as virtualization, cryp-
tography, and vector extensions.

Fig. 1. VITAMIN-V concept and architecture.

To overcome this challenge, one of the first products
VITAMIN-V aims to build is a cutting-edge virtual exe-
cution environment called VRISC-V, providing three key
emulation/simulation technologies: (i) functional emulation
(QEMU [5]) for fast software prototyping, (ii) cycle-accurate
simulation (gem5 [7], [6]) for detailed architectural perfor-
mance analysis, and (iii) an FPGA-based hardware system
node capable of running on AWS EC2 F1 FPGAs [11] (and
thus scalable to hundreds of nodes) for large cloud systems
emulation. These technologies provide unique features cru-
cial during software development, validation, verification, and
testing. Apart from the RISC-V main CPUs, VRISC-V will



also support accelerators developed by EPI, particularly for
memory compression, which are suitable for cloud setups.

To enable rapid software development in new RISC-V
hardware setups, the project will provide a mature compiler
toolchain based on the Low-Level Virtual Machine (LLVM)
compiler [10] to handle the complete RISC-V ISA and its
extensions. Additionally, VITAMIN-V will develop a Valida-
tion, Verification, and Testing (VVT) toolset to help identify
software bugs and illegal or malicious code sequences, thus
enhancing the trustworthiness of software layers in future
RISC-V systems. VVT tools will use the VRISC-V platform
to facilitate software porting and prototyping before mature
hardware is available. This is crucial for migrating to new
RISC-V servers in the cloud.

To enable the execution of complete cloud stacks on the
VRISC-V virtual execution environment, VITAMIN-V will
port all necessary machine-dependent modules in relevant
open-source cloud software distributions. The targeted mod-
ules include support for running entire Virtual Machines
(VMs), containers, and lightweight VMs (KVM [12], QEMU
[5], Docker [13], RustVMM [14]), safety-security trusted
execution environments (VOSySMonitoRV [15]), cloud man-
agement software (OpenStack [16], Kubernetes [17], Kata
Containers [18]), and Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Big
Data libraries (Tensorflow [19], Spark [20]). The project will
address the three cloud stacks described in Figure 2: classic,
modern, and serverless, each targeting a specific cloud setup.

VITAMIN-V will demonstrate and benchmark the three
cloud setups using relevant AI, big data, and serverless appli-
cations. The goal is to achieve performance that matches its
x86 equivalent, currently the dominant ISA in cloud servers.

III. VITAMIN-V

VITAMIN-V will develop VRISC-V, a complete, multi-
layered, high-performance virtual execution environment.
VRISC-V will enable and support the software development
for future cloud architectures powered by EPI RISC-V based
cores and systems. VRISC-V is based on three cutting-edge
technologies: (i) functional emulation (QEMU [5]), (ii) cycle-
accurate microarchitectural simulation (gem5 [7]), and (iii)
FPGA hardware prototyping.

A. Functional Emulation with QEMU

RISC-V based systems and platforms are still under devel-
opment and not widely available for experimentation. Hence,
using RISC-V based emulation platforms is mandatory to
develop the necessary system and application software support
for cloud computing in parallel with developing real proces-
sors, boards, and systems.

VITAMIN-V focuses on QEMU [5], the most widespread
and mature emulator available for several commercial ISAs.
QEMU is a virtual emulation platform that reaches high func-
tional emulation throughput (typically less than one order of
magnitude slower than native execution). This high emulation
speed allows QEMU to be used for software development, and

thus, QEMU becomes a crucial component for porting cloud
software stacks to RISC-V based systems.

VITAMIN-V will extend QEMU to support open-source
system emulation with the RISC-V ISA extensions crucial for
deploying RISC-V hardware in the cloud. VITAMIN-V will
also extend QEMU with a distinctive, functionally accurate
EPI SGA2 feature that targets memory compression. This ex-
tension will involve custom instructions, memory compression
and decompression algorithms, and a hardware accelerator
model responsible for the memory compaction, bookkeeping,
and management of the compressed memory. With these exten-
sions, QEMU can emulate a full cloud stack, enable software
porting, and provide a software verification, validation, and
test framework (see Section IV).

B. Microarchitectural cycle-accurate simulation with gem5

QEMU emulator is designed for speed and code com-
patibility and, thus, does not provide cycle-accurate perfor-
mance evaluation. However, accurate performance evaluation
is mandatory when porting virtualization technologies to an
emerging ISA, and different microarchitectures can be em-
ployed. Without abundant RISC-V hardware, the importance
of fast (multiple hundreds of thousands of simulated instruc-
tions per second) cycle-accurate performance simulation is
dramatic.

VITAMIN-V focuses on gem5 [7], [6], the state-of-the-art,
open-source, full-system simulator that can provide accurate
performance evaluation results and supports many commer-
cial CPUs ISAs. Gem5 flexibly supports configuring a rich
set of microarchitectural parameters (number, size, organiza-
tion of cores, pipelines, caches, buffers, queues, speculation
structures, etc.). VITAMIN-V will extend gem5 to provide a
complete open-source detailed system simulation framework
for accelerated evaluation of RISC-V software deployment in
multi-node cloud configurations along the following five axes.

1) Full-system support for RISC-V: The gem5 simulator
can operate with the functional (atomic) and the cycle-accurate
(detailed) microarchitecture detail. Moreover, it can work
by performing syscall emulation (SE) or full system (FS)
simulation. Gem5’s FS mode is of interest to VITAMIN-V for
porting and evaluating cloud services on top of RISC-V
CPUs. VITAMIN-V will extend the FS simulation support of
gem5, enabling a broad design space exploration of alternative
RISC-V CPU microarchitectures for the entire software stack.

2) Support for the GHKBV ISA extensions:
VITAMIN-V will implement the H RISC-V ISA hypervisor
extension that targets improved virtualization performance.
VITAMIN-V will also implement in gem5 the hardware
side components for complete system modeling and accurate
simulation, e.g., two-stage address translation, trap and
interrupt handling, and system/platform level support. Gem5
can execute hypervisor modules (KVM Linux) and manage
virtual machines with these modifications. VITAMIN-V will
also extend gem5 to implement the K, B, and V RISC-V
ISA extensions to support the targeted cloud setups and
applications.
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Fig. 2. VITAMIN-V cloud scenarios.

3) Support for the Hardware Performance Monitoring ex-
tensions: VITAMIN-V will flexibly implement the latest def-
inition of the RISC-V Hardware Performance Monitor (HPM)
extensions in gem5. The implementation of HPM will focus
on several architectural and microarchitectural events (that will
be made accessible to software) and hardware assertions in
gem5, a valuable debugging tool for performance, design, and
software bugs.

4) Support for memory compression: VITAMIN-V aims to
extend gem5 to simulate in detail the hardware support for
memory compression in the context of the EPI SGA2 feature
that targets memory compression. The gem5 platform will also
enable the validation and assessment of the system-software
stack of the memory compression IP.

5) Support for multi-node simulation: Finally,
VITAMIN-V will integrate the gem5 simulation engine
with flexible network simulation infrastructure [21], [22],
enabling cloud-level large-scale (multi-node) simulations at
cycle accuracy.

C. FPGA Prototyping

Cycle-accurate performance evaluation alone is insufficient
when scaling up the system’s complexity to complex cloud
stacks deployed over hundreds of computing nodes. FPGAs
have been extensively used to accelerate the system’s perfor-
mance evaluation [23]. However, despite several FPGA-ready
RISC-V cores being under development, no known public de-
sign of a complete EPI-compliant RISC-V system able to run a
full cloud software stack is available for software developers.
This creates a bottleneck in the widespread adoption of the
RISC-V architecture in the cloud domain.

VITAMIN-V focuses on using cloud FPGA nodes to cover
this gap. Cloud provider FPGA instances, such as Amazon
EC2 F1 [11], provide high-speed FPGAs to deliver custom
hardware designs over several hundreds of nodes.

VITAMIN-V will provide an FPGA-based prototype of the
Semidynamics’ Atrevido RISC-V RV64GCV [24]. Atrevido
is an out-of-order RISC-V 64GCV core that can boot Linux
and has been synthesized in several FPGAs for testing. This

prototype core will be extended to run a complete software
stack (from firmware through Linux up to the middleware)
at approximately 50MHz speed with 100% cycle accuracy.
The core will also be extended to implement the H, K, B,
and V ISA extensions that are the basis for deploying VMMs
and executing cloud workloads. Furthermore, the core will
be enhanced with a RISC-V HPM infrastructure capable of
producing detailed, cycle-by-cycle events related to the exe-
cuted instructions. The (encrypted) core and supporting system
software will be containerized to be deployed on cloud FPGA
instances, such as Amazon EC2 F1, thus enabling the creation
of a fully connected cloud node prototype. The container will
be publicly released to foster the RISC-V ecosystem.

IV. SOFTWARE VALIDATION, VERIFICATION, AND TEST
(VVT)

VITAMIN-V aims to support rapid software development in
new RISC-V hardware setups by providing a mature compiler
toolchain based on LLVM [10], which can handle the complete
RISC-V ISA and its extensions. The project will also develop
a validation, verification, and testing toolset for developers to
identify software bugs and illegal or malicious code sequences.
These tools will use the VRISC-V platform to foster software
porting and prototyping before mature hardware is released.

A. Toolchain

A toolchain is required to compile the source code for
the target RISC-V architecture to deploy state-of-the-art cloud
stacks on RISC-V computing nodes. VITAMIN-V focuses on
LLVM [10], which supports various architectures and can be
easily modified and extended. However, the full RISC-V ISA
provides a large set of extensions, which need support from
the compiler and toolchain. The maturity of RISC-V porting of
LLVM is currently limited and does not allow applications to
exploit the full range of features of this hardware architecture.

VITAMIN-V will deliver a complete and mature RISC-V
build toolchain based on LLVM, supporting the required ISA
extensions to develop and deploy applications ready to be
executed on the VRISC-V platform. This porting activity



will involve all related technologies needed to fully integrate
LLVM with high-level languages required to deploy relevant
cloud software distributions (i.e., Golang [25] for Kubernetes,
Rust for rust-vmm, Java Virtual Machine, and Python3 for
Apache Spark and TensorFlow). As a result, cloud providers
can deploy such stacks in new computing nodes equipped
with RISC-V processors and deploy their custom applications
through the provided development toolchain.

B. VVT Support

In the era of cloud computing, transferring software work-
loads between different computing platforms can pose chal-
lenges in terms of performance and trustworthiness [26],
[27]. Several factors, such as poor software implementation,
inefficient data structures, and limited caching, can decrease
performance when moving from one architecture to another.
Additionally, the software can be vulnerable to bugs or mali-
cious code at any point in its lifecycle. To optimize and ensure
the trustworthiness of an application, it is crucial to monitor
its execution, identify performance bottlenecks, and customize
the software to fit the underlying hardware.

However, this task cannot be achieved solely through simple
performance metrics like execution time or clock cycles.
Several factors must be considered when mapping software
to a modern computing system, such as in-order vs. out-of-
order execution engines, pipeline stages, execution ports with
corresponding latencies, re-order buffers, load/store queues,
and cache organization. As a result, capturing and analyzing
detailed performance metrics is becoming increasingly neces-
sary to enable in-depth architecture modeling and optimization
procedures [28].

VITAMIN-V will develop full support for the latest spec-
ifications of the RISC-V HPM, starting from hardware em-
ulation in VRISC-V up to the hypervisor and integration
in the operating system through consolidated open-source
libraries (i.e., Linux perf and PAPI). The RISC-V HPM unit
is significantly less complex than the x86 counterpart, and
the relevant performance analysis tools are not comparable
to ARM’s and x86’s monitoring solutions. Nevertheless, the
RISC-V HPM specification is a flexible generic performance
monitoring solution, and being open-source allows any degree
of implementation freedom. VITAMIN-V uses the RISC-V
HPM to provide a powerful infrastructure for software VVT.

Software bugs may arise in various development life cycle
stages, and simple debugging tools cannot guarantee software
trustworthiness in complex cloud projects. AI techniques sup-
ported by information collected from a powerful RISC-V HPM
are promising solutions to help designers in this challenging
task.

Assessing the reliability of software before execution is
crucial. To achieve this, VITAMIN-V is considering imple-
menting a machine learning (ML) tool to analyze the static
content of executable files and distinguish between benign
and malicious code. Previous research has shown that static
analysis of executable files can detect software bugs and
security threats [29], [30]. VITAMIN-V intends to incorporate

deep learning (DL) techniques to identify complex patterns
from labeled data. However, in cases where the dataset is
insufficient or zero-day attack detection is needed, transfer
learning (TL) can improve detection accuracy. TL involves
utilizing a pre-trained model for a different task [31].

Even if an application passes static verification, it can still
be vulnerable to corruption during runtime, making dynamic
monitoring necessary [32]. Environmental conditions, design
flaws, aging, intentional attacks, and manufacturing imperfec-
tions can lead to abnormal processor behavior and jeopardize
modern computing systems’ safety, security, and reliability.
Identifying data patterns that deviate from expected behavior is
crucial to detect such anomalies. VITAMIN-V plans to use the
RISC-V HPM unit to accomplish this. VITAMIN-V intends to
develop AI-powered techniques to distinguish between benign
and malicious applications using hardware counters, creating
an anomaly detection system to identify data patterns that
deviate from expected behavior [33], [34], [35].

V. SOFTWARE PORTS AND DEMONSTRATION

VITAMIN-V will port all necessary machine-dependent
modules in relevant open-source cloud software distributions
to enable the execution of complete cloud stacks on the
VRISC-V virtual execution environment. Targeted modules
include support for running entire Virtual Machines (VMs),
containers (Docker), and lightweight VMs (KVM, QEMU,
RustVMM), safety-security trusted execution environments
(VOSySMonitoRV), cloud management software (OpenStack,
Kubernetes, Kata Containers), and AI and Big Data libraries
(Tensorflow, Spark). VITAMIN-V will address a classic cloud
stack that targets the execution of entire VMs managed by
OpenStack, a modern cloud setup that targets entire VMs and
containers managed by Kubernetes, and a serverless cloud
stack that targets the execution of lightweight VMs managed
by Kubernetes with Kata Containers.

A. Cloud environments ports

VITAMIN-V will provide virtualization and containeriza-
tion technologies to the VRISC-V framework. KVM [12],
the Linux in-kernel hypervisor, will be extensively tested
against typical cloud use cases and optimized, where neces-
sary, to sustain intensive workloads spread among multiple
guests. Moreover, VITAMIN-V will extend KVM to utilize the
aforementioned memory compression features in VRISC-V.
The scope will be to utilize KVM’s memory management
knowledge for targeted training of compression algorithms
and provide mechanisms so that the guest virtual machines
can use the memory space gained thanks to compression.
This will allow the exploitation of virtualization solutions like
QEMU [5] and rust-vmm [14]; the former as a complete
system emulator capable of instantiating features-rich VMs,
the latter as a powerful set of building blocks that are written
in Rust and are designed to implement flexible virtualiza-
tion solutions for fast start-up times and reduced memory
footprint. Once the rust-vmm port to RISC-V is complete,
Firecracker [36] and Cloud Hypervisor [37] that are built on



top of it, will become available, constituting precious assets
to tackle serverless computing.

Docker [13] and related components will also be part of the
VRISC-V framework, allowing developers to leverage contain-
ers as a more lightweight virtualization solution capable of fast
deployment and quick prototyping.

In addition, VITAMIN-V will consider Kata containers [18]
to provide the flexibility of containers and the strong isolation
of virtual machines. This technology will also be adapted and
optimized to run on RISC-V, targeting the integration with Ku-
bernetes [17] to enable the deployment of scalable distributed
systems. In the context of VITAMIN-V, less conventional
forms of virtualization will also be explored. This is the
case of VOSySmonitoRV [15], a proprietary low-level system
partitioner capable of defining multiple hardware partitions
where to deploy bare-metal operating systems. VITAMIN-V is
committed to making publicly available all the contributions
to the aforementioned open-source projects and engaging the
relevant communities before submitting patches or RFCs.

VITAMIN-V will demonstrate the capability of running
modern cloud environments by porting the Kubernetes [17]
framework on top of the developed simulation/emulation solu-
tions. Kubernetes gained popularity as it allows orchestrating
and managing cloud applications in the form of lightweight
containerized (micro-)services. Kubernetes abstracts the un-
derlying infrastructure, automatically manages computing,
storage, and networking resources, and automates several
management tasks ensuring deployed applications’ integrity,
resiliency, and scalability. This porting includes adapting all
technical elements related to supporting the execution of
containers and the compilation of the framework itself (e.g.,
Golang [25], OS libraries, etc.). Porting cloud management ap-
plications on RISC-V will promote adopting such open-source
technology in data centers and modern edge environments.

Moreover, VITAMIN-V will port OpenStack [16], enabling
the deployment of docker containers through the previously
ported Kubernetes framework. OpenStack is one of the world’s
most widely deployed open-source cloud software. The porting
includes the adaption to integrate the ported hypervisor into
RISC-V, the host and guest OS, the runtime libraries, runtime
platforms, and benchmarking applications as representative
client processes running on a cloud system.

B. Big Data and Data Analytics environments

VITAMIN-V will also provide Big Data and Data Analytics
runtimes, whose main challenge is processing data as fast as
possible and holding vast amounts of data not fitting into a
single node’s memory. Thus, workloads in such environments
require many compute nodes, and coordination between them
is necessary. However, current RISC-V hardware implemen-
tations lack some extensions, such as vector extensions, crit-
ical for performance gains in both environments. Therefore,
achieving the same performance on RISC-V on existing hard-
ware as on x86 or AMD architectures is impossible.

The main runtimes of such environments are Tensor-
Flow [19] and Spark [20]. The first provides a suitable

framework for neural networks, while the second provides
support for handling and computing large amounts of data
across hundreds or thousands of nodes. Regarding TensorFlow,
the runtime has only been partially ported to RISC-V; hence,
some features are missing.

Currently, there are only ports of TensorFlow Lite [38] to
RISC-V. However, TensorFlow Lite only supports inference.
Thus, it is a good use case for edge-computing applications
where the edge node applies inference based on a previously
trained model. For instance, this model could have been
trained on a cloud server based on an x86 architecture. Since
VITAMIN-V will also enable RISC-V on cloud environments,
it will port the full TensorFlow stack, including the training
stage. It will make the necessary adjustments to compile the
TensorFlow runtime and train relevant neural network models,
such as VGG19 [39], ResNet50 [40], and MobileNet [41],
representing the most real-world use cases.

Spark is a big data runtime that has become a de facto
standard for this kind of applications. VITAMIN-V will adapt
the Spark runtime to be executed in its VRISC-V environ-
ment and exploit the memory optimization features developed
within the project. The project intends to use the TPC-H
[42] benchmark. The TPC-H is a decision support benchmark.
It consists of a suite of business-oriented ad-hoc queries
and concurrent data modifications. The queries and the data
populating the database have been chosen to have broad
industry-wide relevance. This benchmark illustrates decision
support systems that examine large volumes of data, execute
queries with a high degree of complexity, and give answers to
critical business questions.

Moreover, VITAMIN-V will also use Variant-Interaction
Analytics (VIA) workload. VIA is a genomics workload
requiring computing as many variants of the human genome in
the shortest time possible. Thus, it requires processing a large
amount of data (a single genome might occupy up to 1TB of
data) in the lesser time possible. VITAMIN-V has already con-
tributed with an open-source data repository [43] comprising
VIA workload results on the HiFive [44] Unmatched RISC-V
development boards and an under revision paper.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The computing industry is on the brink of a new era of open
and collaborative computing, which could significantly impact
how we approach technology development and innovation.
One of the key technologies driving this revolution is RISC-V,
an open-source instruction set architecture (ISA) that is gain-
ing popularity in various applications. By integrating RISC-V
into cloud computing, we can revolutionize the industry with
unparalleled flexibility, efficiency, and scalability.

VITAMIN-V is an ambitious project that aims to play a
crucial role in this challenging revolution. VITAMIN-V seeks
to showcase the benefits of RISC-V in cloud computing and
enable service providers, system architects, and application
developers through its focus on benchmarking, porting, and
adapting benchmarking tools and applications to the RISC-V
architecture to deploy and run different benchmarks on data



analytics and serverless platforms. Interested readers can
follow VITAMIN-V updates through the projects’ website:
https://www.vitamin-v.eu/.
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